NELSON IRRIGATION DELIVERS FOR LOW GROWING CROPS

Nelson Irrigation Australia, Australia’s leading distributor of technically advanced irrigation equipment, is delivering cutting edge water efficiency technology to producers of low growing crops with its innovative new “brown plate” for the R3000 Pivot Sprinkler.

The R3000 has been a market favourite for some time thanks to its interchangeable modular design components which can adapt to suit weather and crop conditions with a simple push and turn mechanism.

Featuring easy to identify, wear resistant and precision-accurate colour coded nozzles, the R3000 allows growers to remove the rotator for cleaning or to change a nozzle to suit conditions, without shutting down the system. This results in a drastic reduction of labour and downtime.

With the introduction of the revolutionary “brown plate” these benefits can now be passed on to producers of potatoes, onions, radishes, beets, carrots, and other low growing crops. Designed with multiple trajectory streams it is the ideal choice for producers who need an adaptable, efficient and precision overhead irrigation system.

Nelson Irrigation Sales and Marketing Directory, Tony Shepley, says the introduction of the brown plate is just what the market has been looking for.

“A plate that delivers greater efficiency for low growing crops is what our customers and dealers have been asking for, and with the new brown plate on the R3000 we’ve delivered an effective solution.

“The development of the brown plate was achieved through months of simulations at the Nelson factory using our proprietary analysis software, and extensive field tests under a range of conditions.

“The brown plate is an innovation that allows producers of low growing crops to benefit from the whole range of features offered by the R3000.

“At Nelson our innovations are geared towards providing total irrigation solutions. It’s a case of delivering all of the components of irrigation efficiency - by achieving higher uniformity to ensure even coverage, a greater throw radius to reduce average application rates and soak times, and modular colour coded nozzles that keep maintenance time to a minimum.”

The R3000 can be seen in action now on Nelson’s newly launched website at www.nelsonirrigation.com.au, or for more information contact Nelson Australia 1300 856 368.